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Aboriginal rock art of the 
Laura valleys: One landscape, 
many Stories
Noelene Cole

Introduction
The Laura and Little Laura rivers in south-eastern Cape York Peninsula, Queensland (Figure 13.1), 
have similar environments, shared timelines of Aboriginal history and rock art practice, and 
parallel trajectories of archaeological research. Like other rivers of inland Cape York Peninsula 
(henceforth CYP), these were focal areas for Aboriginal settlement and corridors of customary 
travel, facilitating the exchange of ideas, information and materials across a regional network 
(Chase and Sutton 1987; Cole 2016; Land Tribunal 1996). However, from the onset of the 
Palmer River goldrush (1873) these valleys were appropriated for colonial transport routes, 
settlements and cattle runs. They also were the scene of a brutal war that transformed, but did 
not destroy, Aboriginal society and land use.

Today these precincts lie in the heartland of the National Heritage Listed area Quinkan Country, 
inscribed for the richness, size, diversity and density of its rock art and its qualities as a ‘dynamic 
cultural landscape’ where the ‘ongoing collaboration between traditional owners and researchers 
continues to provide insights into patterns of human occupation in Australia’ (Australian 
Government Department of Agriculture, Water and the Environment 2021). The inscription notes 
the associations of Quinkan Country with the lives and works of Tommy George (1929–2016), 
George Musgrave (1921–2006), Percy Trezise (1923–2005) and Dick Roughsey (1920–1985).

This discussion is prompted by the weight of research and Aboriginal knowledge that has brought 
the values of the Laura valleys to light, the long trajectory of rock art research in the Laura Basin 
and my own research journey. I am also mindful of ongoing threats to the cultural landscape by 
road upgrades, agriculture, increased tourism, mining proposals and mineral exploration permits 
(Cole and Buhrich 2012). Previous rock art research in the valleys has tended to focus on major 
sites such as Giant Horse, Mushroom Rock, Split Rock, Sandy Creek and Yam Camp (Morwood 
and Hobbs 1995a; Trezise 1971; Watchman and Cole 1993; Wright 1971). This account takes a 
landscape approach to compare rock art across two significant precincts that, although separated 
to the south-west by a dissected plateau incised by the Mosman River, are also connected by 
a lowland travel route that skirts the plateaux via Sandy Creek. Given the latter connection, it is 
cogent to explore how the recognised spatial continuity of Quinkan rock art style (Cole 2016) 
applies (or does not apply) across these landscapes, and how figurative (primarily late Holocene) 
rock art might reflect documented models of Aboriginal cultural organisation.
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Figure 13.1: The Laura Sandstone Basin showing Laura River and Little Laura River precincts 
(1 and 2).
Source: Map by N. Cole.

To begin, I summarise key research and environmental and historical contexts. I then analyse 
and discuss landscape patterning and motif variability with reference to evidence of Aboriginal 
land use and social and territorial organisation. Although the Laura valleys are relatively well 
studied, there is always potential to refine the research. As noted by Horton (2004:180):

The beauty of landscape methodology is that it allows for a continual accretion of meaning, 
as the stratigraphy of physical and symbolic landscapes grows with each new layer of 
documentation, analysis evaluation, and design.

Key research
In 1960, Cairns airline pilot Percy Trezise was among the first to make the long, dusty road trip 
to Laura to investigate the reported ‘discovery’ by a roadworker of a rock art site (now known 
as Split Rock). Over the next few decades, Trezise, his friend, Lardil artist Dick Roughsey from 
Mornington Island, and other colleagues located and recorded rock art across the southern Laura 
Basin (see Roughsey 1971; Trezise 1969, 1971, 1973, 1993). Early on, with Dick Roughsey 
acting as intermediary, Trezise gained the trust of senior Aboriginal men whose cultural 
knowledge became central to his research (see Cole 2011 for an outline and assessment of Trezise’s 
ethnographic and ethnohistoric research). Importantly, in documenting their oral histories, 
Trezise broke the silence on CYP’s violent colonial war. Willy Long, an Olkola Elder, told of his 
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parents surviving a savage attack by the Musgrave Native Mounted Police (Trezise 1969:102). 
Harry Mole, a retired police tracker who spoke Ogo Aragu, Sugarbag Bee #2 language (Rigsby 
2002, 2003) recalled being captured as a child by the police during their violent attacks on his 
people, the ‘Gugu Warra’ – that is, Koko Warra (Trezise 1969:51). Caesar Lee Cheu, who spoke 
his father’s language, Ogo Ikarraŋgal or Freshwater Prawn language (Rigsby 2003; and see Land 
Tribunal 1996:114), told how he evaded the police with his family for years before they ‘came in’ 
to work on cattle stations (Trezise 1993:153).

Archaeologists were drawn to Laura, beginning with Richard Wright (1971) who excavated 
Laura 1, now known as Mushroom Rock (Figure 13.2). Percy Trezise persuaded Andrée Rosenfeld 
to excavate a rock-shelter (which came to be known in the literature as ‘Early Man Rockshelter’) 
on the Laura plateau, a seminal project that produced securely dated evidence of Late Pleistocene 
occupation and art practice (Rosenfeld et al. 1981). Later, Mike Morwood (1995b:1), motivated 
by the ‘large number of rock art sites’ and the ‘established platform’ of previous work embarked 
on collaborative research (the Quinkan Prehistory Project) that was facilitated by the Laura 
Aboriginal community and rangers led by senior men, Tommy George and George Musgrave 
(Figure  13.2). The project began with an excavation at Rainbow Serpent rock-shelter, where 
Trezise had dug in 1969 (see Morwood and Trezise 1989). At this point Rainbow Serpent rock-
shelter became known as Sandy Creek 1.

Excavations at Mushroom Rock, Sandy Creek  1 and 2, Red Bluff, Yam Camp and Giant 
Horse revealed a long sequence of Aboriginal occupation in the Laura and Little Laura valleys 
(Morwood and Hobbs 1995a). Corresponding sequences of utilised ochres revealed that the first 
occupants were artists, and that art practice continued from c. 31,500 BP at Sandy Creek 1 into 
post-invasion times.

Figure 13.2: Dr George Musgrave (left) and Dr Tommy George (right) at Mushroom Rock 
c. 1995.
Source: Photograph by N. Cole.
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The Quinkan Prehistory Project provided important chronological context for rock art, 
particularly in identifying mid to late Holocene changes in land use, social restructuring 
associated with development of ‘territorial estates and local residence groups’ and a ‘trend towards 
increased linguistic and artistic diversity’ (Morwood and Hobbs 1995b:180). Previously, Flood 
and Horsfall (1986) and Flood (1987) identified similar mid to late Holocene trends at the 
Koolburra plateau, west of the study area (see Figure 13.1), and David and Watchman (1991) 
modelled late Holocene regionalisation of rock art and social formations across an area extending 
from Princess Charlotte Bay to around Chillagoe, south of the Palmer River. Alan Watchman’s 
‘direct dating’ research, including in the Laura and Little Laura valleys, complemented regional 
research by refining the chronology of Holocene rock art (e.g. Cole et al. 1995; Cole and 
Watchman 2005).

Having participated in some of these projects, I was fortunate to continue fieldwork in the area 
with Traditional Owners. Although rock art is the key cultural feature in the landscape, Laura 
people also wish to record their knowledge and connections to their Old People. For example at 
Giant Horse, Tommy George identified a ‘tracker’ (Native Mounted Police) painting and spoke of 
how Aboriginal people fled to remote rock-shelters to escape the police; at Sandy Creek, George 
Musgrave demonstrated the old way to make a paintbrush from the woody stem of a cotton 
tree; near the Little Laura crossing of the Maytown track, the late Laura Banjo George showed 
me her birthplace and spoke of seeing Stories (engravings) on the rocks when walking along the 
river with her family as a child. Such testimonies define a ‘cultural landscape perspective’, one 
that ‘recognises the continuity between the past and with people living and working on the land 
today’ (Mitchell and Buggey 2001:45, cited by Brown 2007).

Land/people relationships
In terms of the cultural record, CYP is the most richly documented large-scale ‘set of classical and 
historical Aboriginal landscapes’ in Australia (Sutton 2011:2). This is mainly due to long-term 
collaborations of Aboriginal people with successive anthropologists and linguists (Verstraete and 
Hafner 2016). Bruce Rigsby (e.g. 1980, 1999; Sutton and Rigsby 1979; and see Verstraete and 
Hafner 2016) refined this research to develop a model of social and territorial organisation for 
the coast and hinterland of Princess Charlotte Bay based on ‘native categories’. The model is key 
to this discussion, particularly in its distinction between land-owning descent groups (patriclans) 
and the land-using groups. Land owners, the patriclans, had their own distinctive languages that 
were named from a certain Country, principal Story or totem. Each clan estate comprised the 
sum of Countries or sites over which the clan had primary rights to live on, use and speak for. 
Importantly, Countries may be contiguous or non-contiguous tracts of land or specific sites and 
may also be jointly owned.

A map of clan Countries does not reflect the way people lived ‘on the ground’ in smaller land-using 
groups who, having primary rights over their own clan Countries and secondary rights through 
relatives to use Countries of other clans (Sutton and Rigsby 1982), had options of land use. 
Groups assembled periodically for ritual and secular activities and interacted as social networks or 
speech communities (Sutton and Rigsby 1979). Such interactions, although culturally inherited 
and prescribed, were strongly influenced by seasonal factors (Morwood 1995a; Thomson 1939).

As clan Countries or sites can be discontinuous, mapping them may show a mosaic distribution 
(Sutton and Rigsby 1982). Mapping is also complicated by constantly changing social 
configurations of land users and the fact that people were multilingual (Rigsby 1980). The 
model rejects Tindale’s (1974) tribal map as an accurate representation of demography (see also 
Sutton 1995). Sutton and Rigsby (1979:714) do, however, identify ‘culture areas’ as ‘the widest 
meaningful social networks operating in CYP’. Such networks contribute to a degree of coherence 
of rock art in the southern Laura Basin (Cole 2016).
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Clans also owned ceremonial items such as totems, Story places, dances, songs, painted designs 
and narratives, all of which signified rights to land. Clan totems reflect the environment and 
economic interest and symbolise clan unity (Sutton 2011) and are usually complementary, 
indicating the social and economic interdependence between the clans. Clan ancestors are 
responsible for the origin of totems, as expressed in cultural narratives, names of Countries and 
languages, and rock art (Trezise 1971, 1993). A defining, fundamental dimension of Country is 
that the Ancestral Beings gave the clans their languages, dances, songs, designs and laws – and 
Country – during the formative era at the beginning of time, known in CYP as ‘the Storytime’ 
and elsewhere in Australia as ‘the Dreaming’. As they are Stories in the landscape (Cole 2011), 
rock paintings and other types of rock art are deeply embedded in the cosmology, concepts and 
materiality of Country.

The Laura valleys
The Laura River bisects the south Laura Basin, and, with its main tributary the Little Laura 
River, flows north to join the Normanby River (Figure  13.1). Aboriginal land use in these 
stream precincts was much influenced by the rainfall regime of the tropical monsoonal climate 
and its impact on hydrology. River flow is at its highest between December and March, when 
>90  per cent of annual rainfall occurs, inundating the alluvial plains. In the dry season, the 
rivers are reduced to intermittent waterholes and stretches of sand and bedrock. Many creeks dry 
out entirely, although headwaters Brady and Shepherd creeks maintain their base flows fed by 
springs and perched swamps on the plateau scarps (Morgan et al. 1995), a feature that has led 
to their listing on the Directory of Important Wetlands of Australia (Queensland Government 
Department of Environment and Science 2021). The Laura and Little Laura rivers are flanked 
in parts by steep, eroding escarpments that contain the rock-shelters essential to the region’s rock 
art tradition.

Aboriginal land use of the study area was based on economic and ideological systems that were 
‘attuned to the irregularities of the local environment’ including seasonal climatic factors and 
availability of natural resources (Morwood 1995a:37). For example, during the wet season, 
the local groups moved to the elevated sand ridge country, to adopt more sedentary lifestyles, 
camping in rock-shelters where water can be collected from driplines, rock hollows and springs. 
As the land dried out, people moved back to the more biodiverse waterfront estates, congregating 
periodically for social and ceremonial purposes near permanent waterholes, as at the ‘old bora 
ground’ beside the Laura River that is now the site of the biennial Laura Dance and Cultural 
Festival (T.  George, pers. comm. 2000). Although travel across the Laura and Little Laura 
valleys for such gatherings might involve long journeys, the distances would be well within the 
customary range of Aboriginal people in such settings (see Mulvaney 1976:78).

The post-invasion period
From 1873, the clan estates were invaded by hordes of miners heading to the Palmer River via 
the newly surveyed Palmerville and Douglas (Hell’s Gate) tracks. To crush Aboriginal resistance, 
a Native Mounted Police camp was set up at the lower Laura River (Cole 2004). From 1877, 
coaches plied the Maytown track, transporting people and goods to the Palmer via the Little 
Laura valley. Before long, pastoralism overtook mining as the main colonial industry, entrenching 
the impacts on Aboriginal people and their riverside estates. In the war and its aftermath, some 
Aboriginal clans were obliterated and some of those who survived regrouped in the remote 
uplands. When independent lifestyles became unsustainable, they ‘came in’ to cattle stations, 
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fringe camps near Laura and other colonial outposts as a way of staying on Country (Cole 2004). 
Aboriginal people continued rock art practice throughout the frontier period and evidently into 
the twentieth century (Trezise 1971).

Rock art sites
The rock art analysis summarised here is based on my regional records, including those for 121 
sites of the Laura and Little Laura River valleys (see Table 13.1). As indicated, the study area 
is divided into localities based on topography (streams, escarpments and sand plains).

Table 13.1: Localities, including their acronyms used in Table 13.2, numbers of sites and 
figurative motifs recorded in each locality discussed in text.

Locality # Sites # Motifs

Laura River eastern escarpment (L1) 25 630

Laura River western escarpment (L2) 24 318

Laura River sand plain (L3) 4 130

Little Laura River escarpments (LL1) 16 226

Little Laura River (Brady and Shepherd creeks, LL2) 39 948

Little Laura sand plain (Sandy Creek, LL3) 13 226

Total 121 2478

Source: Author’s data.

Site distribution, in its diverse geography, reflects the economic and ideological systems that 
incorporated flexible patterns of land use and access to seasonal natural resources (Morwood 
1995a; Rigsby1980). Hence rock art sites are on uplands and high escarpments, alluvial terraces, 
sand plains, river banks and river beds, all of which were occupied by land-using groups at 
various times of the year. Almost invariably, sites have water at hand (sometimes seasonally), 
as well as suitable living and/or working spaces and smooth rock surfaces for art. Site densities 
are high in many places, reflecting the favourable environments of the valleys.

The typical rock art site is a rock-shelter fronting a steep slope and/or a spring-fed gully. Some 
sites, for example Giant Horse and the Quinkans on the eastern escarpment of the Laura River 
and the Sandy Creek sites on the Little Laura sand plain, occur in complexes with overhangs of 
different sizes, providing variable options of living spaces and seclusion. Solitary sites occur rarely, 
usually marking exceptional rock formations.

The Laura and Little Laura rivers each have alluvial plains and terraces ascending to escarpments 
of about 200 m in elevation. Sites on terraced sides of escarpments include Split Rock overlooking 
the Laura River and Death Adder overlooking Brady Creek. Stone artefact scatters and culturally 
modified trees are common features of terraces, reflecting everyday activities of people camped 
nearby (Pearson 1989).

The alluvial plains surrounding Mushroom Rock and Sandy Creek were formed by colluvial 
deposits eroding from adjacent escarpments and plateaux (Morwood et al. 1995a, 1995b). The 
long, winding rock formation emerging from the sand plain at Sandy Creek made a deep impression 
on Percy Trezise and Dick Roughsey in 1967: ‘It looked like a giant snake emerging from a hole 
in the base of the hill. Near its middle large slabs had broken away from underneath it providing 
an excellent shelter – right in the guts of old Goorialla, the Rainbow serpent’ (Trezise 1973:178).

Cultural features of the riverine localities include engravings and grinding marks on rocks and 
scatters of culturally modified Cooktown ironwood trees (Erythrophleum chlorostachys), reflecting 
dry season land use on the alluvial plains. Near Laura, the Peninsula Developmental Road crosses 
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the river via a causeway that cuts through bedrock covered in figurative engravings (see Woolston 
and Trezise 1969). During fieldwork to rerecord the site, George Musgrave explained how, 
around 1960, roadbuilders dynamited the rocks, causing immense distress to Aboriginal people 
who heard the explosion tearing apart their Story Place. In a visit to monitor a more recent road 
upgrade, Tommy George brushed away sand and gravel to expose more engravings. In response 
to objections from Tommy George and his son the late Thomas George, the road authorities 
temporarily paused the planned upgrade. Downstream beside a permanent waterhole on Olive 
Vale station is another Story Place, a low rock-shelter with weathered paintings, engravings and 
multiple grinding marks nearby. The station advertises this place to tourists as a fishing attraction.

Living with rock art
During their seasonal round, Aboriginal people lived among (and refreshed) rock art that spans 
many generations and ways of marking the rocks. While living in the valleys they painted, 
stencilled and/or engraved rock surfaces, occasionally made hand prints or drew with ochre 
crayons on rock-shelter walls, and, in at least one site (at Brady Creek), infilled a panel of 
engravings with red paint (Cole and Musgrave 2006). The Laura River crossing and Amphitheatre 
sites show the overlap between the Quinkan painting and figurative engraving styles (Cole and 
Trezise 1992; Woolston and Trezise 1969). Open-air sites are usually engraving sites, possibly 
because any paintings created there would be unlikely to survive. Such sites are almost certainly 
under-recorded due to difficulties of distinguishing between shallow, weathered engravings and 
surrounding rock surfaces.

Importantly for this study, most rock paintings appear to date from the late Holocene (see Cole 
et al. 1995), and the presence of the dingo motif throughout the sequence may anchor the 
origins of this style of Quinkan art in the mid-to-late Holocene (Rosenfeld et al. 1981). Several 
directly dated figurative paintings (at Yam Camp and the Quinkans) are c. 600 to 700 years old, 
and paint recipes that include materials from in situ termite mounds indicate even more recent 
origins (Watchman and Cole 1993; Watchman et al. 1993). Paintings of horses, pig, policemen 
and a stencilled steel axe indicate the continuity of art after the region was colonised from 1873.

However, rock art of great antiquity is also part of the fabric of many sites, and although meanings 
of figures may have changed over time, their ancestral values remain. At Split Rock and the 
Quinkans near the Laura River, and Yam Camp and Death Adder near Brady Creek, colourful 
paintings sit alongside deeply incised mineral-encrusted engravings. Archaeologists often classify 
such curvilinear designs, pits etc. as ‘nonfigurative’, indicating that they do not appear to resemble 
the shape of anything identifiable. However, for George Musgrave, a Kuku Thaypan speaker and 
Laura Elder, these engravings are ‘maps’ (G. Musgrave, pers. comm. 2000). This accords with 
Trezise’s (1971:53) record of engravings at Quinkans site B5:

Apart from the emu tracks, the other intaglio designs present no recogniseable shapes. 
However they do call to mind the patterns drawn on the ground by the old men when 
relating the travels of the culture heroes, particularly the Rainbow Serpent.

Subjects in rock art
Trezise’s (1971) major publication, Rock art of south-east Cape York Peninsula, provides a reference 
point for classifying Quinkan figurative rock art. The monograph contains reproductions (‘plates’) 
of scaled field drawings of rock art assemblages in 10 areas of the sandstone region, including the 
Laura and Little Laura valleys. Motifs illustrated in each plate are identified in annotated lists 
that accompany each plate. The lists include generic and specific labels, such as bird, crocodile, 
echidna or sawfish. However, without clear definitions, inconsistencies arise: for example, the 
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‘catfish’ (Trezise 1971) is also labelled ‘eel’ (Trezise 1993). Furthermore, as has been long pointed 
out by rock art specialists and social anthropologists, the deeper cosmological significance of 
each taxon and its shape is essentially esoteric. Here I distinguish between catfish and eel by the 
presence/absence of barbels (whisker-like sensory organs at the mouth), but more detailed study 
of this motif is underway.

At least some of Trezise’s categories were directly informed by Aboriginal consultants. For example 
Caesar Lee Cheu, an Elder and artist of a ‘Gugu Warra’ (Koko Warra) clan, identified ‘eels’, ‘rock 
wallabies’, ‘fish’, ‘brolgas or emus’, ‘butcher bird’ and ‘Anurra’ spirits (Trezise 1969:138, 139). 
To identify paintings in the Quinkans complex near Laura, Trezise consulted widely:

I got Willy [Willy Long, an initiated Olkola man] and Dick [Roughsey] to view and discuss 
the galleries, and Willy questioned … old Sandy and Barney, and had information from an 
old Gugu-Minni man at Hopevale Mission. (Trezise 1993:98)

Armed with this knowledge, Trezise (1993:98–101) went on to name and describe the 
subject matter. For example, the contents of the easternmost shelter include Ancestral Beings 
(anthropomorphs depicted with headdresses and legs raised to symbolise the dingo dance 
performed in initiation ceremonies), various types of fauna and artefacts and two species of yam.

Table 13.2 quantifies figurative motifs by locality; it excludes hand stencils and indeterminate 
motifs. The table indicates that subject matter across the valleys is basically homogenous and 
follows the usual range of figurative subject matter recorded in the wider region (Cole 2016; 
Trezise 1971). Figure 13.3 charts relative frequencies of these motif types and shows that, while 
many occur in similar proportions across each valley, the proportions of other motifs are more 
variable, as discussed below. Escarpment localities include sites on terraces and tend to have the 
most extensive motif range of depicted taxa in the art, possibly because they contain large rock-
shelter complexes with massive overhangs and abundant space for camping and for art. Elders 
have said that such sites on the escarpments were mainly used in the wet season but visited and 
used all year (George et al. 1995:10; see also Trezise 1971:7).

Table 13.2: Figurative motifs in each locality and number of localities in which each type occurs.

Motif L1 L2 L3 LL1 LL2 LL3 # Localities
Artefact* 4 5 0 1 4 0 4
Bark cylinder 2 1 0 0 0 0 2
Barramundi 2 0 0 0 0 0 1
Beehive 0 2 0 0 11 0 2
Bird 13 7 0 4 19 11 5
Boomerang* 10 13 1 1 11 1 6
Composite being 5 1 1 1 3 2 6
Crescent (grub) 2 0 3 0 3 6 4
Crocodile 7 3 2 4 10 7 6
Dillybag* 6 2 6 0 3 0 4
Dingo* 2 2 0 6 30 10 5
Echidna 9 3 1 0 9 5 5
Eel 36 14 6 15 36 14 6
Eel-tailed catfish 4 4 0 0 10 1 4
Egg clusters 3 0 0 0 1 0 2
Emu* 20 1 4 0 4 1 5
Fish 18 1 0 2 16 10 5
Flying fox 33 13 9 1 67 5 6
Fork-tailed catfish 4 0 3 0 9 1 4
Horse 3 0 0 0 1 0 2
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Motif L1 L2 L3 LL1 LL2 LL3 # Localities
Human (female)* 46 31 11 30 107 19 6
Human (male)* 94 41 4 39 144 22 6
Human* 138 90 14 74 283 55 6
Ibis 1 1 0 0 0 0 2
Jabiru 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
Lizard/Goanna 1 1 0 3 1 2 5
Long tom 3 1 0 0 7 6 4
Macropod 25 13 0 4 19 10 5
Plant 4 1 0 0 1 0 3
Possum 2 0 0 0 0 3 2
Quinkan spirit 9 8 3 5 16 6 6
Sawfish 3 4 1 0 0 0 3
Scrub turkey 13 1 1 0 1 0 4
Snake 13 3 2 2 10 4 6
Steel axe* 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
Stingray 3 0 0 0 0 0 1
Stone axe* 2 2 5 0 5 0 4 
Track* 1 5 2 0 1 0 4
Track, bird * 3 3 8 21 1 1 6
Track, human* 2 9 16 1 4 1 6
Track, macropod* 9 12 19 0 18 0 4
Turtle 24 5 1 5 18 9 6
Unidentified animal 33 8 2 0 19 8 5
Woomera* 0 2 3 3 3 0 4
Yam 18 4 1 4 43 6 6
Total 630 318 130 226 948 226 –

Rare types are generally included in generic categories; * = motif may be painted and/or stencilled and/or 
engraved; L1 etc. are abbreviations for localities named in Table 13.1.
Source: Author’s data.

Figure 13.3: Chart indicating selectivity of figurative motifs in Laura valleys (LR=Laura River; 
LLR=Little Laura River); excludes human and track motifs and hand stencils.
Source: Author’s data (see Table 13.2).
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Supernatural figures
The large number of human motifs (c. 40–60 per cent of total motifs in most localities) cover 
a wide range of ‘naturalistic’ and ‘supernatural’ forms. Here I focus on the latter, as some reflect 
broad-scale cultural differentiation, such as Quinkans in the south Laura Basin, Echidna People 
at Koolburra and crescent-headed figures at Princess Charlotte Bay (Cole 2016).

Trezise’s Aboriginal consultants, regardless of 
their clan and language affiliations, perceived 
Quinkans to be a pervasive and unsettling 
presence, lurking behind rocks and trees and 
hiding in crevices. Aboriginal people named 
Quinkans ‘Anurra’ (sometimes written as ‘Ang-
Gnarra’) if short and fat (see Figure 13.4) and 
‘Timara’ if exceptionally tall and thin (George 
et al. 1995:26). Anurra are painted across 
the study area and beyond, as are various 
attenuated figures possibly linked to Timara 
(see Huchet 1993). Evidently, Timara figures 
are not always confined to secluded sites, as 
an example is painted in the main overhang 
at Giant Horse rock-shelter. (George et al. 
1995:35). Willy Long was in awe of Timara 
figures, claiming they were all-powerful 
(Trezise 1971). Tommy George, a Kuku 
Thaypan speaker and senior Ang-Gnarra 
Ranger, shed further light on Timara:

He [Timara] showed the ancestors 
how to get food and gave them that 
sugar bag from the bush bee … You 
can see where the ancestors took 
that sugar bag. That red bloodwood 
is just right for that Timara to hide 
behind. (Ang-Gnarra Aboriginal 
Corporation 1996:13).

Figure 13.4: Rock painting of Anurra Quinkan 
at Sandy Creek.
Source: Photograph by N. Cole.

As noted above, at ‘the Quinkans’ sites, Aboriginal men identified various Ancestral Beings 
by their ceremonial headdresses (see also Trezise 1971:14) including cockatoo feather headdresses 
of the type widely used in ceremonies by Aboriginal people across North Queensland (Roth 
1910:8). In  the rock art, a rayed form (Figure  13.5c) depicts a cockatoo feather headdress 
made from feathers of white or black cockatoos, depending on the wearer’s moiety (Trezise 
1993:98). A branch-like form (Figure  13.5a) represents the sugarbag tree, the home of 
native bees, a  relationship that may explain why branch headdress figures are painted beside 
a Timara figure at the Quinkans complex (Ang-Gnarra Aboriginal Corporation 1996; Trezise 
1971:Plate 8). However, with so many types of headdresses and head forms depicted in the rock 
art (e.g. see Cole 1992:Figures 4–7; Flood 1987:Figures 6 and 7; Huchet 1993:Figure 5; Trezise 
1971:Figures 6 and 7), detailed study of these motif attributes is required to investigate their 
cultural relationships.
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Figure 13.5: Examples of headdresses and head forms painted in the study area.
Source: Author’s data.

Suffice to say, two culturally identified types of ancestral headdresses are continuous across the 
study area. The sugarbag headdress in rock art may link with clan identities, as linguists (Alpher 
2016; Rigsby 2002, 2003) have identified Agu Aloja, Sugarbag  Bee (A and B) as languages 
for around Laura. Although paintings of beehives (sugarbag) are less common in Laura River 
localities than around the Little Laura River (see Figure 13.3), they are generally abundant in 
Quinkan rock art (George et al. 1995:32). As sugarbag is associated with the Ancestral Being 
Timara (George et al. 1995:32), it is possible that spectacular, giant-sized sugarbag motifs 
recorded by Trezise and Roughsey on the plateau east of the Laura River (see Trezise 1993:118) 
have a specialised, possibly totemic, function. Sugarbag is, and was, highly prized by Aboriginal 
people across CYP (Cole et al. 2020; Morrison and Shepard 2013).

Fauna and totemic ancestors
Following general trends in the selectivity of subject matter across the Laura–Cooktown (Quinkan) 
region (Cole 1995), around one-third of figurative motifs in the Laura and Little Laura valleys 
are types of fauna, the most widely depicted (in 4–6 localities, see Table 13.2) being animals that 
were both economically important and named in Stories (see Roth 1903; Trezise 1969, 1973, 
1993). These faunal motifs include those listed by George et al. (1995:21) as important ‘totemic’ 
animals in the rock art. For example, at the Quinkans sites, George et al. (1995:21) identified 
a kangaroo as a ‘totemic ancestor’ by a line painted across its body depicting a waist belt similar 
to those worn by Ancestral Beings painted nearby (see Trezise 1971:Plate 7, 1993:99).

The most frequently depicted faunal motif is the eel, a category that, like macropod and crocodile 
motifs (Rosenfeld 1982; Trezise 1977) and possibly scrub turkey/emu (Figure 13.6a), can have an 
ambiguous shape. Rosenfeld (1982:217) identified ‘ambiguous content’ as an integral, possibly 
unfathomable feature of the Laura art system, and concluded, by analogy with contemporary 
Aboriginal art practice, that ‘extraneous cultural information’ may be required to aid image 
recognition. As noted above, cultural meaning in Aboriginal art systems is cosmological in origin, 
hence esoteric. For example, in Yolngu art of eastern Arnhem Land, cultural meaning ‘is not (if it 
ever is) internal to the painting’, being dependent upon its context and the interpreter’s identity 
and knowledge of ‘the code’ (Morphy 1991:151). Such features complicate this analysis.
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Figure 13.6: Scrub turkey (a), composite beings (b and c) and dingo (d) motifs.
Source: Author’s data.

Ambiguous figures include composite beings (Table 13.2; for elsewhere, see e.g. Morphy 1989:5) 
that reference more than one faunal species, such as fork-tailed catfish and sawfish (Figure 13.6b), 
or a faunal species, such as echidna/yam/catfish, and a human being (e.g. Figure 13.6c). Each 
valley has examples of such composites, including ‘Echidna People’ like those recorded by 
Flood (1987, 1989) in large numbers around Koolburra. However, the examples recorded near 
the Laura  River and Brady Creek appear to be far more weathered and possibly older than 
Echidna People at Koolburra. Flood (1987:118) interpreted such figures as ‘ancestral mythic 
Echidna Beings’, possibly associated with a localised totemic ‘echidna cult’. However, the 
extended range noted here suggests complex synchronic and/or diachronic relationships for these 
figures. Without absolute dates for paintings of Echidna People, it is difficult to investigate this 
graduated distribution.

Motifs labelled as ‘fish’ or species of fish are distributed across the localities. However, high 
frequencies around Brady and Shepherd creeks (e.g. Figure 13.7) do not correspond with the 
typically low natural populations of fish in upstream habitats (Midgley 1990; and see Taçon 
1993 for similar environmental patterns in western Arnhem Land). If the natural distribution 
of bioresources was the main or single factor motivating rock art, which it clearly is not (see also 
David 2004), numbers of fish motifs around the Laura River would exceed those around the 
Little Laura and its headwaters.
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Figure 13.7: Rock-shelter at Brady Creek with rock paintings of fish.
Source: Photograph by N. Cole.

The dingo was an important Story figure in CYP and the Gulf of Carpentaria (Trezise 1993). 
It was also Harry Mole’s ‘bora story’, telling of the ancestral journey, death and rebirth of the 
‘giant devil-dog’, the dingo (Trezise 1993:28–29). In Harry Mole’s version, the dingo travelled 
with his boss, the grasshopper woman, and was speared by the butcher bird boys who cut off 
the tip of the dog’s tail that held his spirit. The remains of the ancestor transformed into the 
dingo we know today. There appear to be many references to this Story in rock art, for example 
in recurring compositions of a woman and dingo (in Little Laura, Laura and Deighton rivers 
localities), a depiction of the dingo dance initiation ceremony near the Laura River (Trezise 
1993) and, around the Little Laura, dingo motifs with a small white ring painted at the tip of 
their tails (Figure 13.6d). The Little Laura assemblage of dingo paintings is particularly large 
(see Table 13.2 and Figure 13.3), and unusual in that it includes a finely engraved dingo (Cole 
and Trezise 1992). The language name for a local landmark, Red Bluff, is ‘Jerrabina’, meaning 
‘dingo ear’ (Laura George, pers. comm. 1999).1

In a faunal survey around the Laura and Little Laura rivers, Morgan et al. (1995:Table 1.4) found 
the dingo (Canis familiaris) to be ‘common’ in all habitats (sandstone plateau, escarpment, plains 
and headwaters). Given these data and disparities in distribution of fish motifs relative to natural 
populations noted above, it is unlikely that the marked abundance of dingo motifs in the former 
area is primarily associated with bioresource patterns.

Flood (1987), citing Sharp’s (1939) account of totemic ceremonies, proposed that totemic figures 
in rock art may be linked with local ceremonies to maintain the supply of totems. Although 
ethnographic information is lacking to support this directly, Trezise (1971) referred to paintings 
in a small, secluded Laura River site as evidence of a ‘scrub turkey totemic centre’. Typically, 
totemic centres of the Wik Munkan people of western CYP were located where the species was 
abundant, ‘on the hunting grounds of the clan to which they [the totems] belong’ (McConnel 

1  Percy Trezise named his leasehold property as ‘Jowalbinna’.
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1930:187). For example, the freshwater stingray (min umpura) totemic centre is near deep 
waterholes of a river where big fish are abundant (McConnel 1930: 193). However, it seems 
unlikely that distinctive paintings of stingray, freshwater prawn and sawfish in large, generalised 
art assemblages at Giant Horse, the Quinkans and Split Rock (Trezise 1971) were associated with 
secret rituals. On the other hand, the finely drawn freshwater prawn may reflect totemic values, 
as ‘Freshwater Prawn language’ was a Koko Warra language variety spoken around Laura (Rigsby 
2003), and ‘freshwater shrimp’ was the totem of a Koko Warra speaker who informed Trezise 
(1993:51).

As Aboriginal consultants advised that names of particular artefacts could be used as personal 
totems and clan and language names (e.g. the Tomahawk language of a Hann River clan), 
Trezise (1971:14) proposed that some depictions of artefacts including boomerangs (see also 
Roughsey 1971:61) might have totemic associations. Of the various types of painted, stencilled 
and engraved artefacts (Table 13.2), the boomerang is the most frequently depicted, especially 
around the Laura River (see Figure 13.3). Unlike woomera, axe and dillybag motifs, boomerang 
motifs are usually very weathered and located in lower superimposition layers, an indication of 
relative age that corresponds with the documented absence of boomerangs from Laura material 
culture during ethnohistoric times (Rosenfeld 1981). Weathered depictions of boomerangs also 
contrast with the fresh-looking appearance of paintings of dillybags, a standard item of material 
culture across CYP (Roth 1904:53). Although numbers of dillybag paintings are fewer around 
the Little Laura River than the Laura River (see Figure 13.3), spatial distribution of the dillybag 
motif, like most of the motif range including boomerang, dingo and beehive motifs, continues 
across the study area but peaks in one or other of the valleys (see Figure 13.3).

Post-invasion art
Post-invasion motifs reflect concurrent impacts of colonisation on Aboriginal riverfront estates. 
The stencilled steel axe at Mushroom Rock records the rapid uptake of steel axes by Aboriginal 
people of this region (Cole et al. 2020; and see Sharp 1952 for the Gulf country). It may also 
represent one of the first exotic motifs to enter the art system, given that this accessible site was 
probably abandoned early in the invasion. The remarkable horse and Native Mounted Police 
paintings near the Laura River and Shepherd Creek reflect Aboriginal agency and land use in the 
war (Cole 2010).

Conclusions: A continuing cultural landscape
The Laura Basin was structured into multiple clan Countries (often referred to as ‘estates’ by 
anthropologists and archaeologists) during the ethnohistoric period. Owners lived in social 
units (land-using groups), and travelled and interacted widely, as reflected in strands of stylistic 
homogeneity of rock art of Laura/Quinkan area of the southern Laura Basin (Cole 2016). Results 
of this more localised study reflect some of this coherence, but also point to the complexities of 
unravelling finely tuned relationships between rock art, land use, social and linguistic units, and 
cultural values.

The presence of unique, rare, idiosyncratic/innovative, ambiguous or ‘lost’ motifs further 
complicates analysis, as it is difficult to gauge their significance and relationships, particularly if 
temporal factors are involved. Traces of the faded, enigmatic Echidna People outside Koolburra 
invite further study, given that such figures may reflect ‘a cultural reality more revealing than 
natural species’ (Morphy 1989:5). Rock art of the study area also records the strange disappearance 
of the boomerang, a disconnect that warrants extending Rosenfeld’s (1981) more general study 
by investigating the spatial and temporal contexts of the boomerang in Laura Basin rock art. 
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Understanding the mechanisms and factors associated with such changes in the cultural record 
suggests the need for finer chronological resolution than currently exists for figurative rock art 
in CYP.

The distribution of rock art across the valleys of the Laura and Little Laura rivers is associated with 
the social structures, cosmological relationships and customary patterns of land and bioresource 
use of Aboriginal people prior to the invasion, and their restricted land use thereafter. Story Places 
in or near riverbeds where groups of people used to camp in the dry season (George et al. 1995) 
are unequivocal evidence of this type of seasonal land use. Large clusters or series of rock-shelters 
with multiple, intensively painted overhangs such as the Giant Horse, Quinkans, Split Rock, 
Sandy Creek, Yam Camp and Shepherd Creek Terrace complexes, were evidently focal, frequently 
used places in a well-travelled landscape. However, inter-site variations identified at Giant Horse, 
Sandy Creek and Yam Camp, such as the timing of initial occupation and subsequent social and 
technological change are considerable (see Morwood and Hobbs 1995b), possibly with implications 
for the art tradition. Obviously rock art in these and other sites of the study area may have had 
different contexts and functions over time (Morwood and Hobbs 1995b, 1995c).

Features of land and social organisation are key to interpreting patterns of motif selectivity, as 
rock art was embedded in these structures, but, as indicated, precise cultural mapping is not 
straightforward. Although we know that in the recent past, members of land-using groups had 
tiers of rights to visit and use clan sites and Countries, we do not know how these translate to 
rights to paint in the study area. In Yanyuwa Country on the Sir Edward Pellew Islands of the 
Gulf of Carpentaria, west of the Laura Basin, Brady and Bradley (2014) found that rights to 
paint can be regulated by the local groups directly related to those beings. Brady and Bradley 
(2014:171) also found that ‘not all ceremonial designs belonging to a specific clan are restricted 
to their country’. Similarly flexible if complex spatial conventions of making rock art across more 
than one clan Country may apply in the Laura and Little Laura valleys, where trends in motif 
variability are usually quantitative rather than qualitative. The widespread presence of Anurra 
and Timara figures reflects their cultural significance in the heart of the southern Laura Basin 
(see George et al. 1995), if not their undifferentiated cultural meanings across sites and localities. 
Similarly, even though certain local concentrations of beehive, dingo and dillybag motifs may 
signify clan Countries and land tenure, the wider distribution of this imagery beyond the study 
area is unsurprising given that Stories often cross clan and language groups, although details 
can vary according to the cultural identity of the narrator (Trezise 1993). Evidently, land users 
occupying sites over which they had cultural rights of the types documented in recent times 
made rock art in accordance with intricate relationships to the Story Time, Country, their fellow 
land users and customary movements across the land.
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